It was another day in a almost tropical like suburban area, as the sun is risen high to illuminate the world below it just like another day to the people that live in such a place, but to tourist it was a wonderful attraction. The beaches, the large fountain that displayed a tropical location that lies in the center of this town, and the restaurants. This general area was very busy during the summer, the beaches full of locals and tourist alike, restaurants jam packed with people with its employees doing what they can to keep up with the hungry crowd that visits, and mainly the shopping districts down town was earning very good business. Aside from the busy life style this general area sees quite frequently the focus falls on two particular inhabitants of this beautiful area, a Pachirisu who had a little blue color hair fluff that stuck out from his headfur. His outfit fit the occasion, a dark blue sleeveless shirt and a simple pair tan cargo shorts. He also wore a pair of black leather sandals but there was one item he wore that meant a lot to him in the past. It was a heart scale being held to his neck by a black string.
The Pachirishu was laying out under a palm tree, enjoying the shade it provided for him. He yawns softly, his fluff of a squirrel tail curling slightly around his knees, "Seesh, he's late again.  I wish he would learn to look at a watch or something. I like laying out here but still, it would be wasting the day if I did that all day. I'm not a Persian you know."
Just as he had spoken the figure of another stands over him, "Well... the way you are lazy sometimes I wonder if you are." A smart remark comes from the figure who happens to be an Emolga. This Emolga was of the shiny variety, brown and white fur instead of black but his cheek spots and his white fur was still very much the same. He wore no shirt due to his 'wings' but a pair of light blue jeans shorts with white sneakers. Like the Pachirisu he had something around his neck too but it was a deep sea tooth on a blue string as well as a small pair of reading glasses above his muzzle. He turns to lean against the tree, smiling slightly. "Sorry for being late. I had to run some errands for my sister back at home. You know how she is, right?"
The Pachirisu grins slightly and sits up, scooting back a bit so he could rest against the tree as well. "Yeah well, sometimes that's an excuse because you move like a Torkoal, Algan." He teases his beast friend.
Algan lowers his head and smiles slightly, "Well... if you want to think of it that way at least I don't wear to know what everyday, Keichi." He suddenly brings up which causes a bit of silence between the two but it left them both grinning.
Keichi suddenly lifts up his shirt slightly suddenly showing off the plastic band of something he was wearing under it, as if he had pride in it. "Hey, just because I enjoy wearing them doesn't make me slow, that's totally irrelevant!" 
The action of Keichi showing off the diaper he was wearing slightly causes Algan to blush. He pushes up his glasses and quickly looks away, "Okay... I get the message. I can't take all the teasing sometimes." He huffs softly, "I can't believe you even wear those things in public with all of these people here. You're nuts." He mutters softly.
Keichi stands up and pats Algan's shoulder lightly after fixing his shirt, "Aw cheer up Al, you know we always tease like that even though you react the same way like you have been for years." Keichi laughs slightly, "Besides! One of these days I will get you in one!"
Algan rolls his eyes, although his little tease did cause him to be flush, "Yeah sure. You would catch me dead in one. L-Look are we going to do something or am I just your teasing toy today?" He crosses his arms.
Keichi suddenly smiles softly, "Okay, okay. Don't get all huffy on me. If it makes you feel better then you're not a Torkoal, well maybe. Come on cheer up, lets go down to that new ice cream shop along the boardwalk. I hear its pretty good so I figured I get us some ice cream floats!"
Algan finally perks up and looks to Keichi, "Alright, sounds like a plan to me." He smiles as he stands upright. "I heard of the place but I don't know where it is. Can you lead the way?"
Keichi grins and grabs Algan's wrist, "Of course, come on!" He suddenly tugs the Emolga along in his hasty matter who thankfully keeps up with him.
The two make there way down towards the boardwalk, a place where there was many shops, fast food, even arcades which held a very sizable crowd. The two friends make their way through the crowd and towards an ice cream shop on the western side of the area. The sign oddly enough had the image of a Vanillux on it as well as a banner that said 'Grand Opening!'.
Algan arches a brow at the sign. "That... am I seeing that right?" He takes out a cleaning cloth for his glasses from his pocket and starts to rub the lens clean.
Keichi almost snickers out loud but he manages to keep his composure, somewhat. "No, that's not an illusion. Well you know the saying: The stupid the sign looks the good the food is." Kei nods his head in a sagely matter.
Algan looks over at Keichi with a unimpressed look as he puts his glasses back on. "You made that up... clearly." He states flatly.
Keichi grins widely and resumes tugging the Emolga along. "Eh, so what come on! This float is well overdue!" He tugs Algan inside where the line was pretty sizable.
Algan sighs looking at the line. "Great, we'll have to wait awhile. I hope this is worth it." 
Keichi smiles to Algan. "Well I'm sure it will be, I'm buyin' after all so it better be! Otherwise my money should be going to the arcade, speaking of that you want to hit that up next?"
Algan smiles and nods his head once. "That sounds like a plan. I feel like playing some pinball today." He turns his head to see the line moving. "Ah if the line is moving like this then it shouldn't be long."
Keichi grins and nudges Algan. "See! It will all be worth it. Stupid sign, good food!" He says in an enthusiastic tone of voice.
Algan laughs. "I'll hold you to that Kei." He nudges back lightly at the Pachirisu.
The line moves along at the decent pace. Once it was the two's turn to order Keichi orders two root beer floats, large sized. Once the order was made and picked up the two found and available table, sitting on each side of each other as they take sips at their drink. Algan gives an impressed look as the drink hits the taste buds of his tongue, gulping down the sip he took. Keichi however was taking confident gulps from his drink, looking over to Algan with narrowed eyes and a wide grin. He takes his muzzle away from the straw to mouth off 'I told you so.' to his Emolga friend. Algan just narrows his eyes back and continues to enjoy his drink. Eventually the two finish with and empty glass and Keichi letting out a burp but with the many voices that crowded the room it thankfully muffled it. Algan however narrows his eyes.
"Keichi that's rude you know!" Algan says making a slight disgusted look.
Keichi grins bashfully, "What it was an accident, besides it was good and well deserved I say!" He leans back in his seat in approval.
Algan shakes his head. "Still we're in public and we need to-" Suddenly his small bit of scolding is cut off by his own burp which was a bit louder than Keichi's.
Keichi grins and rolls his eyes. "You know that makes you a hypocrite now, right?" He pokes Algan gently in the knee with his foot.
Algan blushes hard and lowers his head. "T-That was... an accident." He murmurs before standing up. "Okay! Now about that arcade."
Keichi laughs and stands up, knowing the Emolga was trying to change the subject. "Oh yeah that. Well alright then! Lets go!" The Pachirisu says with vigor, walking out satisfied with Algan following close behind, still blushing from his actions. As the two exit the ice cream shop Algan could see some of Keichi's diaper showing again. His blush deepens thinking about something. 
"As stupid as they are... I am curious to why he likes them so much..." His own thoughts echoed before he quickly shakes his head as he quickly moves behind Keichi to whisper, "Kei, your diaper is showing a bit..."
Keichi blinks and nods, fixing his shirt but showing no embarrassment at all. Instead he grins, "Ha thanks, I forgot you get all whiny about it." He teases.
Algan blinks in surprise, not from the teasing but from the fact the Keichi was so confident in them. "I.... errr... that's not true! I..." Algan rubs the back of his head with a paw.
Keichi stops and tilts his head.  "What's wrong Al? I was just kidding you know."
Algan gulps and shakes his head. "He's not psychic... he's not psychic... he's not psychic..." He kept saying in his head over and over again until he finally speaks out. "N-nothing. Lets go." Algan says taking the lead for once which leave Keichi confused. 
The Pachirisu soon shrugs it off and starts the follow close behind. Algan was worried that Keichi would be getting suspicious but he knew the arcade would get it off of his mind, at least he had hoped so. The day was still young for the two as the walk together along the boardwalk. They walk by a few arcades but they had one favorite one. It was a called Pay Day Play. While place was half arcade and half casino the arcade half would see a lot of action and it was pretty sizable, if not well organized. Two entry ways was put into the building, one that led to the arcade while the other led to the casino. The two walk through the door that led to the arcade. Algan looks around before spotting the pinball machine and smiling.
"I'm going to see if I can break my high score. I'll see you later." Algan says taking  a few dollars out of his pocket so he could convert them into coin.
Keichi stretches and puts his paws behind his head. "I guess I'll go play shooter in the mean time." He turns and takes his own way in the arcade after Algan goes towards the pinball machines.
While the two went their own ways in the arcade, it did help get the thought of diapers off of his mind for the moment, even if it linger in the back of his mind which only deemed it temporary. An hour goes by and between switching games Keichi grows bored. He walks around the arcade looking for Algan in hopes to make things more interesting. He finally finds his Emolga friend in the back of the area playing yet another pinball machine. He grins and walks up slowly behind Algan, watching him play. Algan was racking up a large high score and seemed to be in the game. Keichi looks between the machine and the Emolga a few times before finally speaking out.
"So uh.. you ever get tired of those?" The Pachirisu spoke calmly. However Algan didn't expect anyone to speak to him while he was deeply concentrating. He jumps, his cheek spots sparking up a bit as the ball he was playing rolls down the middle in a loss.
Algan grunts and looks angrily at Keichi, "That was my last ball Kei! That's not funny!" He crosses his arms.
Keichi grins and shrugs. "Well hey its been an hour and I was wondering how you was doing. Look if you want to get me back I have an idea. Lets go head to head in that!" He points to a machine that led to a space ship shooter. 
Algan narrows his eyes before nodding, "Alright I'll make you pay for making me lose my last ball." He says quickly heading over to the machine.
Keichi grins and follows. "Oh well someone isn't happy. I think I might wet myself." He jokes as he takes a seat in the machine next to Algan who is already in. "Lets get started then tough guy." He puts in two coins for the game and the machine starts.
Algan and Keichi go head to head in the space shooter, called Blazing Star. The two seem to have good skill at such a game that the scores stay close to each other, occasionally passing each other now and then only to return to even grounds. It was the last stage and unfortunately Algan had the feeling to use the bathroom two stages ago. He squirms a bit in his seat, trying to remain focused but it was growing harder and harder with the need to pee. Keichi however had to go too but he was fine knowing what he had on. The Pachirisu was blushing however even with the grin on his face.
Algan squirms a bit more, "K-Kei... can we call this off? I really have to go..." The Emolga whines softly.
"No way this is the last round... you can tough it out!" The Pachirisu states as they both make it to the final boss.
Algan tries to focus but he's losing his grip with a full bladder. His ear flick, among the shooting sounds from the game he heard a faint hissing down. He takes his eyes off of the game and looks around. "Where did that come from...?" He thought to himself before his eyes finally fell on his best friend. They go wide as he blushes heavily, Kei was using his padding! Right next to him! There wasn't a doubt in mind that Kei just wet himself with the relaxed look on his face, the poor Emolga didn't know how to react, "Kei...? Did you just..."
Kei's grin goes wider, "Yeah... wish you had one now?" He teases, "Oh by the way, you died and I won." He adds.
Algan grunts and quickly gets up. Without another word he rushes to the bathroom before he ends up wetting himself as well but with nothing to protect him from leaking. 
Keichi watches Algan run and relaxes in his seat. "Heh. I think I'll lure him in soon enough." He murmurs.
A few minuets go by and Algan slowly walk out of the bathroom, letting out a deep sigh. He returns to Keichi and looks away. "Well um...."
Keichi stands up and smooths out his shirt. "Hey lets hit up my place, I need to change." He says in a rather casual tone.
Algan blushes hard. "A-are you sure? I mean why would you want me to come along for a private matter...?"
Keichi shrugs, "Not like its the first time I went around you. You just never caught on until now. Anyway lets go." The Pachirisu walks toward the doors with a smiles.
Algan blinks in surprise before quickly running after Kei. The both walk out of the door and back out to the boardwalk. Algan for some reason couldn't stop blushing , staring off toward the ocean in his own thoughts. Keichi however did catch on to Algan's suspicions and was going to put a plan in action. He had the Emolga where he wanted now he just needed to break him in. The two finally got off the boardwalk and returned to the central park area that lead both east, west, and north. The north side led to the residential area while the east lead to another boardwalk area. 
Keichi heads north with Algan following, knowing that he didn't live far from the central area, walking along the side walk as cars and bikes go by. The make a turn on the corner and walk past a few houses until they come to a red and white one floor house. Keichi walks up to the front door, digging the keys out of his pocket and holding the door for Algan who weakly smiles before walking inside with Keichi following and closing the door behind himself.
"Come on lets go to my room." The Pachirisu heads through the living room and down the hall as Algan stares for a moment before hesitantly following. 
Once he steps inside of the room he looks around, it was a fairly simple room. There was bed, TV, closet, dressers and such, everything a basic bedroom would have aside from the posters of bands and whatnot. Almost right away the Pachirisu dives under his bed, pulling out a pack of diapers and a basket with changing supplies inside. Algan looks down with a deep blush unable to say anything until the Pachirisu kicks off his sandals and wiggles out of his shorts, fully revealing his diaper which was a dark yellow in the front.
"Um... can I just..." His ears go flat when he hears the sound of the diaper's tapes pulling, the  Emolga looking away nervously as the Pachirisu was changing himself right there.
Keichi take a clean diaper and unfolds it on the bed before taking a wipe and starting to clean himself with it. Once that was done he drops the wipe in the wet diaper and sets himself in the clean one, taking hold of the power and putting a bit into the diaper before laying back and finally folding it over himself. He grins a bit, getting an idea. "Hey Al... can you come help tape me up?"
Algan's heart skips a beat from the question. He slowly walks over, "I-I don't know.. how to... u-um...."
Keichi laughs, "Its easy, just grab one side and pull it on the front neatly. Its a little hard for me to do it myself sometimes so... you would be doing me a great favor pal!" The Pachirisu smiles.
Algan reaches his paws over shakily, grabbing one side and slowly tapping it neatly. He does the same with the other side until the diaper was snug on his best friend.
Keichi grins and curls his tail around Algan in his own way of hugging. "Thanks bud, you're a natural." He teases before sitting up and gathering the dirty items, tossing them in a pale near his bed. Algan slowly sits on the bed only to have the Pachirisu sit next to him. Keichi looks to the Heartscale hanging from his neck. "Hey... Al. Remember that time along the beach we found the things around our neck?"
Algan blinks and looks over with a soft smile, pushing his glasses up. "Yeah... it was just about sunset on the beach, around the time  when we first met a few years ago. We went hunting for treasure with the shovel I had back then before it broke thanks to my clumsy sister."
Keichi smiles and looks over to the Emolga, "Your sister is pretty bad with things, that's for sure! That day though... I said because we found these that makes us best friends forever. Look I may tease you a lot because its fun and you tease me back about my diapers but... I'm happy because you accept me for what I am."
Algan looks a bit surprised before looking down a little, "Of course. I may get mad from time to time but I would never call off the friendship we had..." He looks over to the pack of diapers and then Keichi. "A-and to prove I... I... I'll try a diaper on. Just for you."
Keichi's ears perk as he grins, "What's that? You will what?" He says leaning a bit so he could make sure he heard the Emolga right.
"I-I said... I'll... try a diaper on, but just once and only once! You can't tell anyone I did this, not even my sister!" Algan demands.
The Pachirisu tilts his head playfully in thought before nodding, "Far enough! Lay on your back." He quickly grabs a diaper from his back.
The Emolga gulps and lays back as the Pachirisu sets the diaper besides him. Keichi takes off Algan's shoes and then tugs his shorts down. He hooks his paws into the waistband his briefs but doesn't pull them down just yet. 
"You know once these come off there's no turnin' back. Are you sure?" Keichi grins, down at his friend.
Algan breaths in and slowly nods, his cheeks flushed in embarrassment. "Y-yes... I errr... wont resist." He murmurs and with out another word his underwear comes off. Keichi unfolds the diaper and quickly slips it under the Emolga by lifting his lower half up with his tail. Once that was done the Pachirisu folds the diaper up and starts to pull the tapes on securely.
Keichi pats Algan's hips with his paw and grins widely, "So are you dead yet?" He teases playfully.
Algan huffs at the teasing and sits up, looking down to his poofy garment as he blushes deeply. "These... don't feel to bad I mean... its weird b-but.. they feel pretty good." 
Keichi snickers, "Good! Well since I know you don't want to go out in that, lets hang here for awhile. Lets go to the living room, I got my Wii hooked up there." He holds out his paw to Algan who smiles back and takes the paw into his on, pulling himself up. The two then leave the room and head down the hall towards the living room.
Keichi points to the mat onto he floor, "We'll sit there and play I have a new fighter I've been wanting to try out anyway." He walks over to grab the game while Algan sits on the mat. Once the game was found the Pachirisu pops the disc in and starts up the system before taking his seat next to the Emolga.
"A fighter? I'm not that good when it comes to those but alright." The Emolga smiles as his friend selects the game.
Keichi grins looking over to Algan, "Yeah well its good to think outside the box like what you just did ya cute padded rodent you."
Algan suddenly blushes deeply, squirming a bit which causes his diaper to make light crinkling noises that didn't help his situation any better, "H-Hey don't go around saying that now...." He looks down a bit as Keichi laughs, selecting his fighter.
"Well its true! As much as I hate to say it but you might even look cuter than me, maybe. I'll just have to throw you into diapers more often." The Pachirisu adds to the teasing.
Algan flails his arms a bit. "Stop it! That's not funny!" He grunts, all flustered as he quickly picks his fighter, finally starting the game.
The two get quite heavily into the game with Algan losing the first few rounds but finally getting the hang of it to break even grounds. After many rounds within the hours Algan started to feel comfortable in his diaper, so much in fact the same hissing down from earlier was now coming from him. Keichi's little ears twtich as he looks down to his best friend's padding, seeing turn from white to a shade of yellow in seconds. This causes him to gain a big smirk across his muzzle as he looks back to the game. 
"Well someone totally loves diapers! You're all wet and it hasn't even been two hours!" Keichi points out as he gets ready for the finishing blow. 
Algan blinks and looks down to his diaper and gasps, dropping his controller and quickly trying to hide his wet diaper. "Oh no! I-I didn't mean too-" Just as he was pouncing Keichi finishes him off in the game. "Th-That's not fair!"
Keichi snickers and turns the game off, turning to Algan once more. "Hey now I wasn't lying was I?" He grins before pouncing Algan and tickling him, "Say it! Keichi is the best Pachirisu in the world!"
Algain squirms and laughs as he is pinned by his best friend and squirming in his mercy. "S-s-s-stop it! You're gonna.... gonna...." He tries to push out in his uncontrollable laughter, causing him to wet his diaper further as the yellow color spreads across the front.
"Say it! Better hurry before you start to leak!" He teases in a sing-song voice, not giving up his tickle assault.
"O-Okay! Okay! Keichi i-i-i-is the best P-Pachirisu in the world! Please! Please!" He cries out in laughter trying to get out from under the Pachirisu.
Keichi laughs and finally stops his tickling but he playfully squishes the front of Algan's diaper with his paw to tease him mentally. "Eeesh you went like a water type!"
Algan blushes and hides his face under his 'wing'. "Stop it Kei.... that's not funny...."
Keichi smiles and pulls Algan in a hug, "Oh hush... you know you like it... you have been curious all day. Don't think I didn't know, not after hanging around you for years.
Algan looks down as he hugs his friend tight. "I was... just... scared I guess I feel kinda bad for making fun of you all that time, because its true. I do like this a lot honestly... and I think... I would like to do this again." He speaks truthfully.
Keichi nuzzles Algan, cheek spot to cheek spot, even sparking up against it. "Well buddy you came to the right place and you know I'll never tell anyone about this. Now come on, lets get you changed and before the day is over I'll give you a few diapers for you to wear at home." The Pachirisu winks playfully.
Algan blushes and nods as Keichi helps him up, even though he's very embarrassed to the fact he wet himself he was happy. "This was probably the strangest day I've ever had but... for once I feel even closer to Keichi... and for that I am grateful. Keichi... thank you..." Algan thought to himself with a smile. As Keichi walls off he walks behind the Pachirisu and hugs him warmly. Keichi was surprised but didn't complain one bit. He curls his tail around his best friend, even knowing himself that they are grown closer as friends and knew from the point on they have a new way to bond with each other.

